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Freedom Orchard Update #6 

Thank you for your continued interest in Freedom Orchard and all that we are accomplishing in Chile.  

Freedom Orchard will be more than just a location, housing development or series of developments.  Our 

goal is to build an international community, with people of like mind, producing healthy food and interacting 

with the local people and culture, in one of the freest countries in the world. 

Let me start off by correcting a misunderstanding of mine.  I was under the impression that our key investor, 

mentioned in the previous update, was wiring funds directly from Europe to Chile.  I’ve since found out, he 

had wired money from Europe to the US first.  It was then, through a US bank, that The Treasury Department 

prevented access to his funds.  We are still waiting for this “hold” to be released.  The federal government 

shut-down has also made things more complicated.  This certainly highlights some of the many reasons so 

many of us are looking for opportunity in Chile. 

Update on Freedom Orchard – Curcaví: The arbitration with the seller was progressing as planned.  As we 

prepared for our first hearing, scheduled for September 26th, we were excited that we were moving forward. 

  …  The seller never showed.  Now, we are waiting for the hearing to be re-scheduled. 

Announcing Freedom Orchard – Santa Cruz: After a management meeting a few weeks ago, I posted on our 

FaceBook page that “Germán pulled a rabbit out of his hat.”  We now have an additional option to offer; 

Freedom Orchard – Santa Cruz.  This is not a replacement, but a third location for a Freedom Orchard 

community.  It’s further along in the development process than Curcaví or San Clemente and can proceed to 

settlement rapidly.  It will be a somewhat different concept which, initially, will be a more basic type of 

community with a much lower purchase price.  More detailed information can be found on our new 

Freedom Orchard – Santa Cruz page.  Please contact Frank at FrankS@VergelLibertad.com to let us know of 

your interest. 

I will continue to keep you posted on the latest developments as they occur.  Dr. Cobin also discusses the 

status of things, along with current events in Chile, on his weekly internet radio show “Red Hot Chile”.  It airs 

live, Fridays at noon (EST).  Archived shows can be accessed here. 

John, Germán and I are all very grateful for your continuing to support us, and Freedom Orchard, as we’ve 

faced these recent challenges.  Your patience is greatly appreciated.  Once these current hurdles are 

overcome, our vision for Freedom Orchard – and freedom – in Chile can become a reality. 

As always, feel free to contact me anytime. 

Frank 

 

Previous updates are available on our website, www.FreedomOrchard.com, 

under “About the Project/Current Project Updates”. 
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